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What is “Digital”?
Digital is a way of work 

that enables people to innovate 
with ever-evolving technology

to quickly learn then operate to improve all lives 
in ways that weren't previously possible.
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What is the Digital 
Readiness Assessment?

• A tool to provide rapid, high-level insights
into a country’s digital strengths 
and weaknesses

• Intended to serve as an “entry point” for 
increased engagement between governments, 
COs, and a broad range of UNDP experts

• Meant to be used in conjunction with other 
tools and approaches
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DRAFTTo operationalise these considerations for UNDP, a frameworkfor inclusive whole-of-society 
digital transformation could be used as an overarching reference model

Purpose of the framework

• Serves as an overarching reference 
model to identify, structure and 
prioritize national digital 
transformation efforts and agendas

• Serves as a basis for discussion for 
possible UNDP support

• It is a top-level framing that could 
encompass other existing frameworks

• Can be adapted by each country based
on national priorities and development
objectives

• Meant to complement ongoing digital
work in UNDP

• Builds on and incorporates existing 
experiences and models1

1) For example Pathways for Prosperity Commission Inclusive Digital Economy Kit, World Bank Digital Economy for Africa framework, OECD “Going Digital” project

Catalysts For Digital Inclusion

Digital Foundations

Infrastructure Government Regulation Business People

Strategy

Sectoral Opportunities

Inclusive Whole-of-Society 
Digital Transformation
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Ethical standardsCapabilities

Within each area of the framework, key components are defined that can be 
addressed for an inclusive Whole-of-Society Digital Transformation

Explanation

• In each area there are a broad range of 
components that can be addressed for 
a successful national digital 
transformation

• UNDP support along the framework is 
decided on a case-by-case basis and 
depending on country needs

• Countries need to identify the relevant 
components based on a whole-of-
society approach while actively 
balancing trade-offs and national 
priorities

• People and digital inclusion need to be 
put at the center of this identification 
and prioritization

Digital wellbeing

Usage and
ownership

Culture

Digital
literacy skills

Corporate Social
Responsibility

Startup
Environment

Financing
incentives

Technology
adoption

competition

Cybersecurity

E-commerce
Fair market

Data standards and
protection

Leadership and

coordination

Monitoring

Funding and
procurement

Digital public
services

Innovation
ecosystem

Connectivity
infrastructure

Inclusive Whole-of-Society 
Digital Transformation

Digital Foundations

Catalysts For Digital Inclusion

PeopleBusinessGovernmentInfrastructure Regulation

Strategy

Sectoral Opportunities
Healthcare Environment Climate & Energy Crisis Resilience Smart Cities Digital Finance Future of Work

Data exchange Digital legal identity Digital payments
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DRAFTUNDP's experience in inclusion/human development should be at the heart of our 
digital transformation thinking

1) Report of the Secretary General: Roadmap for digital cooperation, May 2020; ICT: Information and communications technologies

“The underlying definition of what it means to be digitally literate and have digital access has to be based on the fundamental premise that 
everyone should have an equal opportunity to become empowered through ICT.“1

Role of digital inclusion 
in digital transformation

• Countries need to ensure that no one is left 
behind in the transition to a digital society and 
economy

• Digital transformation efforts must take a holistic 
approach for implementation, focusing on more 
than technology (especially skills, access, social 
norms, language and structural barriers and risks, 
locally relevant content)

• Disaggregated data at different levels of 
granularity and across user groups is central to 
understanding required action and to measure 
effectiveness

Availability in
all locations/
geographies

Awareness 
of the risks 

and 
opportunities 
within society

Protection 
from potential  

risks and 
harm

Accessibility  
irrespective 

of ability, 
age, gender 

and 
education

Adoption 
irrespective of 

income and 
based on trust

Catalysts for 

Digital 

Inclusion
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TOTAL: 11

GOVERNMENT: 8

Private Sector: 2

International  
Institution: 1

Name Title Sector

Permanent Secretary,
Ministry of Public Works and the Digital Economy Government

Director of Telecommunications and Technology,
Ministry of Telecommunications, Government

Coordinator of the Digital Economy, 
Public Works, Government

Chief Development Planner, 
Ministry of Planning Government

Registrar( Ag.) Companies and Intellectual Property Office Government

Registrar of Titles (ag) land titles registry division Government

Registrar(Ag) of Companies and Intellectual Property Government

Private Sector

Executive Director, NTRC, Private Sector

Director, Economic Development, CREAD Private Sector

Head of Office - UNDP
International  
Institution
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4. DIFFERENTIATING

3. SYSTEMATIC

• Country is systematically 
advancing in key areas of 
digital transformation based 
on identified priority areas 
(e.g. skills, digital public 
services, etc.)

The relevant digital interventions for each country depend on the stage of “digital 
readiness“. Country X is currently at the Opportunistic stage.

• Country has clear strengths in 
digital transformation and 
foundational elements in place
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5. TRANSFORMATIONAL

1. BASIC

• Basic foundations of digital 
transformation (particularly 
infrastructure and digital skills) 
are lacking hindering process 
for further stages

2. OPPORTUNISTIC
• Country is advancing in 

selected areas of digital 
transformation but without 
coordinated strategy

Stages of Digital Readiness

OVERALL SCORE = 2.77
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• Country is advancing in all

areas of national digital 
transformation based on an 
integrated strategy



DRAFTStrategy: Approach is determined as a combination of local motivation, overall 
capabilities and capacity, and overall support.

Strategy

Key content

• Targets and objectives for the digital 
transformation of the country, e.g. in the 
areas of digital government, digital 
economy, digital infrastructure

• Clear plan and indicators to achieve and 
measure the objectives

• Clear responsibilities for implementation
of the digital strategy

• Focus topics depending on the countries’ 
development priorities, e.g. smart cities, 
digital government, etc.

Success factors

• Whole-of-government and whole-of-
society approach to strategy development

• Alignment with national development plan

and the SDGs

• Solid understanding of status-quo as basis 
for strategy development

• Collaboration mindset including between 
countries, sectors, public and private 
players

Strategy - Approach

11
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• COVID19 has largely accelerated transformation but some feel it’s slowed. That disparity should be explored.

• Support needed: lower level employees want more technical support while higher want more policy support. 
Resource mobilization across

• Leaders are interested in digital economy, high-end tourism, agriculture. Hurricane resilience + green/blue 
economy. Lots of interest in affordable housing.

• Digital’s impact: leaders interested in ease of doing business.

• Private sector more plugged into regional initiatives.

• What was often mentioned as the best government website, www.Country X.gov. was also mentioned as the worst.
Built on an old Joomla system. For me it would not load. Also www.countryx (also built on Joomla CMS) - No SSL
certificate, which is a security and privacy risk. http://countryx has no SSL certificate which is a very big security risk. 
Business prefers the cleaner and more modern

• Key questions to answer: Is each office going to be given an IT support staff(especially the primarily digitized 
offices)? Will Officers be allowed to work from home at times ? Will individuals lose their jobs or will more staff be 
hired?

• Overall answer confidence is limited due to lack of data from longitudinal studies and/or local information sets. 
Additional data will help with specific target development.

Strategy: Approach is determined as a combination of local motivation, overall 
capabilities and capacity, and overall support.

Strategy
Overall Insights

Strategy - Approach
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Digital Readiness Analysis: Pillar Calculations
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Countries can improve their level of digital readiness by individually supporting each 
part of the transformation framework. Each pillar is in a unique phase.

OPPORTUNISTIC SYSTEMATIC DIFFERENTIATINGBASIC

Growing digital litera
Production increases.
Technology embraced.

High levels of digital 
literacy. Online financial 

transactions.
Limited digital divide.

Growing technology 
penetration in key 

sectors

Limited digital literacy. 
Consumption-focused.  

Deep digital divide.

Cross-sector
collaboration. Seed

financing.

Initial policies and laws
established.

Digital coordinated 
across sectors. Venture 

financing.

Regulations enable 
innovation.

Transparently online.

Embedded in decision-
making. Codified in 
administrative acts.

Digital industry. 
Enacting digital 

responsibility standards

Foundations enabled. 
Regulations integrated.

Culture of innovation. 
Codified in legislation.

Universal broadband.
IoT. Inclusive  
ecosystems.

Regulations support 
fundamentals.

First digital initiatives in 
siloes. Limited political 

support.

Growing internet
service provider & 
mobile networks.

strategy. Vocally 
encouraged.

Growing connectivity.
Limited developer &
business ecosystems.

Affordable connectivity. 
Strong supply chains. 
Growing tech hubs.

Limited literacy.
Cultural aversion to 

technology.

Limited digital 
integration across 

sectors

Limited legal capacity

Limited capacity

Limited infrastructure.  
Access to undersea 

internet cables.
INFRASTRUCTURE

GOVERNMENT

REGULATIONS

BUSINESS

PEOPLE

1 2

Stages Of Digital Readiness
3 4 5

TRANSFORMATIONAL

2.6

Shared vision and 3.0

2.5

c3y.1.

2.6

14
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Digital Readiness Analysis: Sub-Pillar Calculations

GOVERNMENT

INFRASTRUCTUREPEOPLE

REGULATION

BUSINESS

STRATEGY

FOUNDATIONS

GOVERNMENT

PEOPLE

REGULATIONBUSINESS

FOUNDATIONS
STRATEGY

INFRASTRUCTURE
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Digital Readiness Analysis: Pillar & Sub-Pillar Blanks and Unknowns

GOVERNMENT

BUSINESS REGULATION

PEOPLE

FOUNDATIONS
STRATEGY

INFRASTRUCTURE
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Digital Readiness Analysis: Pillar & Sub-Pillar - Government

GOVERNMENT

BUSINESS REGULATION

PEOPLE

FOUNDATIONS
STRATEGY

INFRASTRUCTURE
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Digital Readiness Analysis: Pillar & Sub-Pillar - Nongovernment

GOVERNMENT

BUSINESS REGULATION

PEOPLE

FOUNDATIONS
STRATEGY

INFRASTRUCTURE
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Infrastructure: Score = 2.6. Opportunistic Phase.

Advanced 
infrastructure.

Inclusive ecosystems.
Growing infrastructure.

Good infrastructure. 
Growing ecosystems.

Limited infrastructureINFRASTRUCTURE

OPPORTUNISTIC SYSTEMATIC
Stages Of Digital Readiness

BASIC

Key content/explanation Insights

Connectivity 

Infrastructure

• Availability, affordability and quality of broadband 
internet access, mobile internet, mobile services and 
devices, electricity etc.

• Junior staff seem less optimistic about broadband coverage outside of cities, have more 
limited internet at home, data running out on phones and even have data that runs out in 
the office. Those who do the most activities online appear to have the least amount of 
access to it.

• Public wifi is largely considered to be through private companies such as cafes and hotels. 
Limited availability, reliable availability, or knowledge of it in parks, libraries.

• Graded highly though consistently referenced as an issue eg How to decrease cost of 
electricity, increase public wifi and overall broadband cost and access.

Innovation  

ecosystem

• Availability of business interest groups, international 
business partnerships, local universities and other 
research institutions,

• Local digital workforce, NGOs and CSOs for digital topics

• Accelerators and tech hubs, incubation space networks 
and coding communities

• Government seems less knowledgeable about innovation ecosystem info. Opportunity 

potential around University of West Indies incubators and Startup767
• Expertise is not being pulled in nor developed. Universities are at a low capacity, diaspora 

are not engaged, foreigners are not incentivized.

Overall

• Government and UNDP leadership feels infrastructure is extremely far ahead compared to 
others - generally more confident around physical infrastructure than innovation 
ecosystems where there is also less knowledge. Large confidence in knowledge on this 
across the board.

1 2

Growing infrastructure. 
Limited ecosystems.

3 4 5

DIFFERENTIATING TRANSFORMATIONAL
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Culture of innovation. 
Codified in legislation.

Limited capacity2 GOVERNMENT

Government: Score = 3.0. Systematic Phase.

Stages Of Digital Readiness

OPPORTUNISTIC DIFFERENTIATINGSYSTEMATIC TRANSFORMATIONALBASIC

Key content/explanation Insights

Digital public 

services

• Strategy/ programmes for digitalisation of most 
important public services incl. in e-participation, 
standards for service design and delivery, 
overarching data governance framework, open 
government data strategy, data center strategy

• The National Resilience Development Strategy 2030 timeline is too long for rapid development 

needs.
• Technologies are closed and unavailable to staff (or others) to iterate on and improve

Funding and 

procurement

• System-based approach to ICT procurement and 

funding strategy/budget for digital transformation
• Has the widest disparity and most confusion amongst respondents

• Bureaucracy by lending agency is a barrier to success

Leadership 
and 
coordination

• High-level political mandate, clear responsibilities • Overly confident while missing information
• Leadership is new to working on digital issues and likely needs additional support
• There needs to be a coordinated effort established within the government to implement digital. 

Right now everyone appears to be looking to Digital Economy Ministry and some to PIU within, but
this is not a comprehensive nor coordinated effort

1

First digital initiatives in 
siloes. Limited political 

support.
2

Shared vision and 
strategy. Vocally 

encouraged.
3

Embedded in decision-
making. Codified in 
administrative acts.

4 5
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Culture of innovation. 
Codified in legislation.

Limited capacity2 GOVERNMENT

Government: Score = 3.0. Systematic Phase.

Stages Of Digital Readiness

OPPORTUNISTIC DIFFERENTIATINGSYSTEMATIC TRANSFORMATIONALBASIC

Key content/explanation Insights

Monitoring

• KPIs for tracking • Overly confident while missing information, especially by government

• Leadership believes that chat and project management tools are used but consensus appears otherwise. 
Important to understand this discrepancy and fixed. Particularly as there is no file management other than 
some areas that might have an intranet

Capabilities

• Tech talent, technology adoption, 

ways of working
• Public sector needs trainings on new technologies that can help. There needs to be vision and political will from 

the top and support for those who are reluctant, especially who have been in positions for a long time. 
Nevertheless there is a sense that digital efforts are already helping with efficiency and that there are internal 
staff available to help. This view exists especially amongst the junior staff

• A number of programmes were mentioned to incorporate biometrics, satellites/drones, and even blockchain.

Overall

• Intra-organization disparity within funding and procurement is curious. Extreme disparity in leadership and 

coordination perspectives. Social protection perspective is wide as well.
• Great ideas and opportunities for digitization of government info mentioned, with a lot of overlap. Including 

birth certificate, land titles / agricultural databases, registration / transfer of land processes, business
registration, building permits, making payments to government, taxation information

• Great ideas and opportunities for digitization of government services mentioned. Including, company

registration, drivers license / vehicle payments, lawsuit inquiries (?), marriage certificates, passports

1

First digital initiatives in 
siloes. Limited political 

support.
2

Shared vision and 
strategy. Vocally 

encouraged.
3

Embedded in decision-
making. Codified in 
administrative acts.

4 5
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Key content/explanation Insights

Data standards and 
protection

• Government open data, data access, international data storage, data privacy 

and data protection

E-commerce • Digital consumer protection, digital transactions and payments, e-signatures

Fair Market 
Competition

• IP law, competition and taxation, common carrier or network neutrality, fair 
access to communication and data channels for telco providers

Cybersecurity
• Security standards and risk management, cybercrime, content filtering, 

breach notifications
• Concerningly low. Broken SSL certificates on key websites.

Ethical standards
• Standards/guidelines for emerging technology and specifically the use of 

artificial intelligence

Overall

• Common perspectives that regulations need a lot of work. Also most 
consistently where there was a lack of knowledge

• Information on laws is disjointed. Overall believed to be old, 
outdated (unclear if they are blockers)

Digital catalysts 
enabled. Regulations 

integrated.

Regulations support 
foundations.

Limited legal capacity3 REGULATIONS

Regulations: Score = 2.5. Opportunistic Phase.

OPPORTUNISTIC DIFFERENTIATINGSYSTEMATIC
Stages Of Digital Readiness

TRANSFORMATIONALBASIC
1 2

Initial policies and laws 
established.

3

Regulations enable 
innovation

4 5
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Key content/explanation Insights

Technology  
adoption

• Payments, ERP & CRM adoption, tech adoption, marketplaces • Technology is perceived to be still at the early stages of 
strength and stability in the business environment.

Financing 
incentives

• Banking, non-banking, access to venture capital, crowdfunding 
etc.

Corporate 
Social 
Responsibility

• Digital technology norms, transparency requirements, methods 
of reporting

Startup 
Environment

• Strength of legal rights, time to start a business, ease of doing 
business

Growing technology 
penetration in key 

sectors

Key sectors enact digital 
responsibility standards

Limited digital 
integration across 

sectors
BUSINESS4

Business: Score = 2.6. Opportunistic Phase.

OPPORTUNISTIC DIFFERENTIATINGSYSTEMATIC
Stages Of Digital Readiness

TRANSFORMATIONALBASIC
1 2

Cross-sector 
collaboration

3

Digital coordinated
across sectors with
financing incentives.

4 5
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Key content/explanation Insights

Digital literacy skills

• Ability to use digital technology of all parts of society (all regions, age 
groups, genders); particularly of traditionally marginalized groups of society 
(refugees and migrants, women and youth, persons with disabilities and 
special needs, older people, indigenous people and people living in remote 
areas)

• Skill level responses seems consistent though more info is needed

Culture
• Trust in digital technologies, attitudes towards entrepreneurial risks, social 

norms for use and ownership of internet and technology
• Strong indication of positivity though more info is needed

• Governing party focus on digital has been popular.

Digital wellbeing
• Understanding and mitigating harm inflicted by digital such as addiction, 

cyber bullying, media literacy/disinformation, physical impacts

Usage and 
ownership

• Use of digital technology by different level so society, financial inclusiveness, 
e-commerce activity, information access trends

• Most respondents are already shopping and paying bills online.

Limited digital literacy. 
Deep digital divide.

Growing digital literacy. 
Technology embraced.

High levels of digital 
literacy and 
penetration.

Limited digital divide.

Limited literacy.
Cultural aversion to 

technology.
PEOPLE5

People: Score = 3.1. Systematic Phase.

Stages Of Digital Readiness

DIFFERENTIATING TRANSFORMATIONAL
1

BASIC
2

OPPORTUNISTIC
3

SYSTEMATIC
4 5
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DRAFTDigital catalysts are overarching digital systems which can accelerate progress in all 
parts of the digital transformation

29

Digital 
foundations

Key content/explanation Insights

Data exchange

• Open government data and private data, such as registries • There is a perception that data is 
largely unavailable and when it is, 
only in spreadsheet format, and 
not available to the public.

Digital legal 
identity

• National digital legal identity system covering the entire population; 
possibility to use for stakeholders to access services and for transactions

Digital 
payments

• Digital payments ecosystem which includes digital financial service providers, 
digital financial services, provider support services and enablers (e.g. 
platforms, agents, processors), regional and global interoperability
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Digital Readiness Analysis: Digital Nation Dashboard

data.UNDP.org/Country X

SDG Progress
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